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ABSTRACT
Background: The French Government recently announced the implementation

score based on the weighted mean of the score of the foods consumed (the

of a novel front-of-pack nutrition label at the national level. The selected

Food Standards Agency nutrient profiling system dietary index) can adequately

system, the Nutri-Score, is a five-coloured label developed by the Nutritional

summarize the nutritional quality of the diet. Moreover, a high dietary index

Epidemiology Research Team, an academic public research unit, and has been

(reflecting unhealthier diets) is associated with the onset of chronic diseases.

the object of scientific research for validation purposes.

Finally, the format of the Nutri-Score (and its former version, the five-colour

Methods: The objective of this narrative review is to examine the existing
literature on the development, validation and testing of the Nutri-Score.
Elements of the validity of the nutrient profiling system underlying the label and
the format of the label were investigated.
Results: Scientific evidence suggests that the British Food Standards Agency
nutrient profiling system underlying the Nutri-Score front-of-pack label can
adequately characterize the nutritional quality of foods, and that an individual

nutrition label) appears to be well perceived and understood. The Nutri-Score
was associated with a higher nutritional quality of purchases in experimental
and large-scale trials.
Conclusion: Altogether, these elements provide evidence-based support for the
implementation of the Nutri-Score in France. The research steps undertaken
to examine the effects of the Nutri-Score could be used in other settings to
help policy-makers considering the implementation of front-of-pack labels as
a public health nutrition measure.
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BACKGROUND
Industrialized countries face a major public health challenge
in the form of the increasing burden of chronic diseases,
influenced by the ageing of the population. Nutritional risk
factors have been recognized as some of the main drivers of
chronic diseases in the WHO European Region (1–5). Low- and
middle-income countries are also facing a rapid modification
of dietary behaviours associated with increased risks of
nutrition-related diseases, contributing to the rising burden of
nutritional diseases worldwide (6, 7). It is clear that nutrition
represents a key lever to public health policies as it corresponds
to a modifiable determinant of health that could be addressed
through primary prevention interventions.

PUBLIC HEALTH PANORAMA

Given this challenge, worldwide government-led strategies and
policies have introduced multifaceted interventions aiming
to improve diets in the population (8–12). Among the variety
of possible interventions, front-of-pack nutrition labels have
received growing attention from public authorities and learned
societies (11, 13). While back-of-pack nutritional labelling is
now mandatory in most countries, only a fraction of consumers
use it for food selection (14). Conversely, front-of-pack nutrition
labels are considered helpful guidance for consumers towards
healthier food choices at the point of purchase, as they deliver
at-a-glance nutritional information (15–17). Such information
can easily be incorporated into food choices in shopping
environments, where consumers make food selections within
an average of 35 seconds (14). Moreover, it is thought to be
an incentive for manufacturers to reformulate their products
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towards healthier composition, evidence of which would
materialize on the front-of-pack label (18, 19).

in-store trial was conducted in partnership with economic
actors.

In Europe, front-of-pack labelling was initially introduced in the
1980s by Sweden and Denmark (Green Keyhole (20)) and in the
2000s in the Netherlands (Choices (21)) and the United Kingdom
(Multiple Traffic Lights (22)). In 2014, New Zealand and Australia
introduced the Health Star Rating System (23). Finally, in 2016
Chile adopted warning symbols for each nutrient whose content
is considered too high in foods. Parallel to these governmentendorsed schemes, FoodDrinkEurope (representing private
firms) developed the Guideline Daily Amounts (GDA) scheme,
recently modified as the Reference Intakes scheme, which was
introduced in 2006 as a voluntary initiative from manufacturers
worldwide and appears as a front-of-pack nutrition label
in numerous countries (24). In the European Union (EU),
regulations on food information to consumers (25) and on
nutrition and health claims (26) determine the contours of
front-of-pack nutrition labelling. In this legal framework, only
voluntary schemes are currently possible.

The Nutri-Score/5-CNL relies on the computation of a nutrient
profiling system, derived from the United Kingdom’s Food
Standards Agency nutrient profiling system (FSA-NPS), which
was developed by OfCom to regulate television advertising
to children (30–32). The FSA-NPS is computed by using the
nutrient content per 100 g for food and beverages. It allocates
positive points (0–10) for energy (kJ), total sugar (g), saturated
fatty acids (g) and sodium (mg) content. Negative points (0–5)
are allocated for fruit, vegetables and nuts, fibre and protein
content. The score is therefore based on a discrete continuous
scale from −15 (most healthy) to +40 (least healthy) (Fig. 1). For
the Nutri-Score, five categories of nutritional quality are derived
from green to red (Fig. 2). The number of categories was selected
to ensure a high discriminating power within food groups, while
maintaining a central category in order to avoid dichotomous
thinking – ascribing foods as bad or good. Letters were added to
colours in order to improve the readability of the label.

France launched a public health nutrition policy in 2001: the
Programme National Nutrition Santé [National Nutrition and
Health Programme] (PNNS), which includes a combination of
laws, regulations and incentives in the field of nutrition (diet
and physical activity) aimed at improving the health status of
the French population (27, 28). A report commissioned by the
Minister of Health from the president of the PNNS in 2014
relayed 15 new proposals to intensify the Programme’s actions
(13), including the introduction of a front-of-pack nutrition
label – the five-colour nutrition label (5-CNL).

This paper presents the various studies conducted in France prior
to the selection of the Nutri-Score as its front-of-pack nutrition
label to provide policy-makers with a framework for informed
decisions. In particular, the methodology used to validate the
various elements of the Nutri-Score could be replicated in other
settings considering the implementation of a front-of-pack
nutrition label.

Following the report, the principle of a simplified front-ofpack nutrition label was included in the health law discussed in
2015 (29), which was voted on in Parliament in December 2016
and enacted in January 2017. The Nutri-Score (the definitive
graphical version chosen after a test comparing different
formats of the 5-CNL) was finally selected after comparison
tests against several labels proposed by industry or retailers.
Finally, in March 2017, the Nutri-Score was announced by the
Minister of Health as the official front-of-pack nutrition label
for France, and a notification was sent to the EU the following
month. Between the proposal in 2013 and the actual selection of
the Nutri-Score in 2017, the Nutritional Epidemiology Research
Team at the University of Paris 13 (authors of this paper and
developers of the scheme) conducted multiple studies on the
Nutri-Score/5-CNL. Moreover, as part of a large consultation
plan including scientists, retailers and industry representatives,
under the umbrella of the Ministry of Health, a large-scale
in-store trial and an experimental study were conducted. The

ПАНОРАМА ОБЩЕСТВЕННОГО ЗДРАВООХРАНЕНИЯ

METHODS
SELECTION OF STUDIES
Articles selected for this review included studies conducted
in France pertaining to both the nutrient profiling system
underlying the Nutri-Score/5-CNL and its derived dietary index
(the FSA-NPS dietary index) and the graphical format of the label.
Results of studies conducted under the umbrella of the Ministry
of Health in 2016 as part of the consultation process were also
included, although they were published in the form of reports.
Considering that data were not collected using strict systematic
research terms, this paper is presented as a narrative review.
However, a posteriori verifications in PubMed and ISI Web of
Knowledge showed that all indexed published articles referring
to the Nutri-Score/5-CNL were included. These were performed
using the broad search terms, “nutrient profiling system”, “frontof-pack labelling”, “Nutri-Score”, “5-colour nutrition label”,
“Food Standards Agency nutrient profiling system” and, “FSANPS dietary index”, and were restricted to France. Some reports
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FIG. 1. DETAILED COMPUTATION OF THE NUTRI-SCORE/5-CNL LABEL
1. A
 T TRIBUTION OF POINTS, BASED ON THE CONTENT OF NUTRIENTS AND OTHER ELEMENTS PER 100 G OF A FOOD/
BE VER AGE
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FIG. 2. NUTRI-SCORE AND ITS FORMER GRAPHICAL FORMAT, THE 5-CNL

5-COLOUR
NUTRITION
LABEL
LOGO NUTRI-SCORE/SANTÉ PUBLIQUE FRANCE 2017
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or publications in French in non-indexed journals or in journals
in other fields of research than medicine (such as marketing
research) may have been omitted.

OUTCOMES OF RELEVANCE
The selection of outcomes of relevance was performed using
theoretical frameworks published in the literature and
pertaining to either the validation of a nutrient profiling system
or the selection of a front-of-pack nutrition label (referred to as
the validation of the graphical format).
The theoretical framework laid by Townsend (33) suggests
that the validation of a nutrient profiling system undergoes
three phases: analysis of the classification of foods against
a benchmark that can be either expert agreement or national
dietary recommendations; assessment of the capacity of the
nutrient profile to measure diet quality adequately in the
individual; and the prospective association of the individual
dietary index with health outcomes.
A theoretical framework to describe the various stages involved
in the use of front-of-pack nutrition labels in purchasing
situations was proposed by Grunert & Wills in 2007 (34). This
states that to be efficient a front-of-pack nutrition label needs to
attract the consumer’s attention, to be favourably perceived and
to be understood before it can be used in a purchasing situation.
Following selection of the theoretical frameworks, the
outcomes of relevance considered in this review for the nutrient
profiling system were classification of foods, characterization
of the individual diet and associations with health outcomes.
Outcomes of relevance for the graphical format included
consumer perception and understanding of the label, as well as
use in purchasing situations.

VALIDATION OF THE FSA-NPS
IN THE FRENCH CONTEXT
The studies on the nutrient profiling system underlying the
French front-of-pack label included all three stages of validation
set out in Townsend’s theoretical framework: classification of
foods, characterization of the individual diet and prospective
association with health outcomes (33).

CLASSIFICATION OF FOODS
The ability of the FSA-NPS to classify foods adequately in the
French environment and to serve as a basis for a five-category
label was evaluated through the application of the FSA-NPS to
several food composition databases, including both “generic”
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foods usually consumed in France and branded products as sold
(35–37). Application of the FSA-NPS to the French NutriNetSanté food composition database (37), which includes generic
foods usually consumed in the French diet, aimed to investigate
the overall classification of foods in comparison with French
food-based dietary recommendations. It also evaluated the
ability to derive five categories of nutritional quality of foods
from this classification, which would be used to define the
cut-offs for the five colours of the 5-CNL (using quintiles of
distribution).
Overall, classification of foods was consistent with nutritional
recommendations: fruit and vegetables were consistently
classified with higher nutritional quality than sugary and salty
snacks: 82.41% of fruit and vegetables were in the first quintile
of distribution, whereas 32.57% and 21.97% of “sugary snacks”
were in the fourth and fifth quintile of distribution, respectively.
Moreover, wide variability was observed within food groups;
this allowed for discrimination of nutritional quality both across
groups of foods and within a food group. However, for some food
groups (cheese, beverages and added fats) the application of five
categories of nutritional quality was not consistent. For cheese,
the protein component – a proxy for calcium – was not taken
into account, although cheese is a major source of calcium in
the population (38); for beverages, the narrow distribution of the
score did not allow identification of five consistent categories; for
added fats, the distribution in the original score did not allow
discrimination between animal and vegetable added fats.
The FSA-NPS was next applied to a food composition database
reflecting foods as sold in France: the Open Food Facts database
(35). This allowed the feasibility of application of the 5-CNL to
be tested using directly available data on the composition of
branded foods. The discriminatory capacity of the 5-CNL at
different levels of detail (across food groups, within food groups
and across brands for equivalent foods) was assessed. Moreover,
adaptations to the initial algorithm were proposed in order to
ensure maximal consistency between the classification of foods
using the FSA-NPS and French dietary recommendations.
The discriminatory capacity of the 5-CNL was similar to that
observed with the NutriNet-Santé food composition table
across food groups, within food groups and to a lower extent
for equivalent foods from different brands. Limitations to the
original algorithm were identified for the same groups: cheese,
beverages and added fats. The modifications proposed in those
cases to the original FSA-NPS algorithm were shown to improve
the discriminatory capacity of the 5-CNL and optimize its
consistency with French recommendations. Modifications
consisted of adaptations to the grids for saturated fatty acids for
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fats and for energy and sugars for beverages and modification
of the final algorithm (taking protein into account) for cheese.
Finally, use of the 5-CNL was also investigated in a large specific
group of foods (breakfast cereals), using data collected from the
Internet and supermarkets (N=380) (36). The discriminatory
capacity of the 5-CNL was considered high in breakfast cereals,
as all types of cereal were classified in at least three categories. It
was also high for similar cereals from different brands, as these
were also distributed in at least three categories.

Overall, these results tend to substantiate the possible use of the
FSA-NPS as a basis for a five-category labelling system. However,
as the FSA-NPS was initially developed to be used as a binary
indicator, even if it was well adapted for most food groups,
some limitations to the score became apparent during the
transposition process to a labelling system that employs a fivepoint spectrum. These limitations were confirmed in a report by
the French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational
Health and Safety (39). The French High Council of Public
Health, an independent agency providing collective expertise in
the field of public health for policy-makers, was commissioned
to improve the precision of the algorithm thresholds defining

TABLE 1. ASSOCIATION BETWEEN FSA-NPS DIETARY INDEX AND DIETARY INTAKES IN VARIOUS POPULATIONS
NutriNet-Santé study, N=4225

SU.VI.MAX study,
N=5882

ENNS study, men
N=1014

ENNS study, women
N=1740

FSA-NPS dietary index

FSA-NPS dietary index

FSA-NPS dietary

FSA-NPS dietary

index

index

Healthier
(Quartile
1)

Poorer
(Quartile
4)

p-trend
across
quartiles

Healthier
(Quartile
1)

Poorer
(Quartile
4)

p-trend
across
quartiles

Healthier (Quartile 1)

Poorer
(Quartile
4)

p-trend
across
quartiles

Healthier
(Quartile
1)

Poorer
(Quartile 4)

p-trend
across
quartiles

Energy intake
(kcal/day)

1783

2103

< 0.001

1842

2137

< 0.001

2135

2650

< 0.001

1538

1844

< 0.001

Lipids (%)

33.4

44.4

< 0.001

36.3

44.2

< 0.001

34.7

42.4

< 0.001

34.7

42.7

< 0.001

Carbohydrates (%)

46

39.5

< 0.001

44.4

38.8

< 0.001

46.2

41.6

< 0.001

44.7

41.5

< 0.001

Protein (%)

20.1

15.9

< 0.001

19.3

17

< 0.001

19.1

16

< 0.001

20.5

15.8

< 0.001

Simple sugars (g/day)

102

90.2

< 0.001

102.6

86.5

< 0.001

105.7

116.8

0.02

86.5

90.8

NS

Calcium
(mg/day)

996

904

< 0.001

1019

921

< 0.001

1056.3

1079

0.01

972

817.3

0.001

Sodium (mg/
day)

3425

3535

0.007

3448

3517

< 0.001

3446

3359

NS

2430

2267

0.001

Iron (mg/
day)

15.5

12.4

< 0.001

13.3

12.5

< 0.001

16

13.5

< 0.001

12.7

10.5

< 0.001

β-carotene
(µg/day)

4181

2628

< 0.001

4616

3354

< 0.001

3211

2117

< 0.001

3543.6

2034.7

< 0.001

Folate (µg/
day)

395

280

< 0.001

337

294

< 0.001

371.1

258.8

< 0.001

337.6

230.1

< 0.001

Vitamin
C (mg/day)

144

90.4

< 0.001

112

79.01

< 0.001

123.5

71.3

< 0.001

117.4

77.3

< 0.001

Vitamin
D (µg/day)

3.17

2.53

< 0.001

2.87

2.72

0.04

2.88

2.24

0.02

2.22

2.02

NS

Fibre (g/day)

24.9

15.6

< 0.001

22.36

16.39

< 0.001

24.3

14.3

0.001

20.2

12

< 0.001

Notes: NutriNet-Santé study models adjusted for sex, age and energy intake. SU.VI.MAX models adjusted for sex, age and energy intake. ENNS models adjusted for
energy intake.
Sources: adapted from Julia et al. (42); Deschamps et al. (44); Julia et al. (45).
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the five colours and to make necessary adaptations of the FSA
algorithm for cheese, added fats and beverages (40).
These elements suggest that the FSA-NPS is a useful basis for
labelling purposes, with a computation using an across-theboard approach, but some limited adaptations to the local food
supply can be necessary to ensure its consistency. Moreover,
these results show that the FSA-NPS applied to a five-category
labelling system reveals wide variability in nutritional quality
of foods in the same category. This characteristic could help
consumers make healthier choices through substitutions of
foods, without modification of the structure of the diet.
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In all three studies, higher FSA-NPS dietary index (reflecting
a lower nutritional quality of the diet) was associated with higher
consumption of sweet, fatty and salty foods and lower consumption
of fruit, vegetables, fish and whole grains (42). It was also
associated with higher energy intake, higher intake of saturated
fats and added sugar, and lower intake of polyunsaturated fatty
acids, fibre, vitamins and minerals (Table 1). Subjects with higher
FSA-NPS dietary index were more likely to be men, younger and
smokers, and to have lower incomes. In the SU.VI.MAX study,
FSA-NPS dietary index was associated with lower levels of lowdensity lipoprotein cholesterol and antioxidant biomarkers
(selenium, beta-carotene and vitamin C) (43).

All studies pertaining to the classification of foods using the FSANPS used nutritional recommendations as a benchmark to assess
the consistency of the classification. No specific gold standard has
been established to evaluate the consistency of nutrient profiling
systems. Approaches considered in the literature include the use of
expert grading or nutrition recommendations. Expert panels have
been criticized for being prone to some biases, depending on the
selection or the experts, while nutritional recommendations vary
across countries, hindering potential comparisons across countries
(33). Some recommendations classify foods as core or discretionary,
thereby providing a benchmark for the discrimination that should
be achieved using a nutrient profiling system (41). Nevertheless,
though such a benchmark is highly suitable for use as a dichotomous
assessment, it appears less operative in the case of a graded
assessment. Overall, the use of nutritional recommendations as
a comparison for FSA nutrient profiling appears to be a validated
approach, although the use of multiple outcome measures, such as
expert grading, would strengthen the results.

Similar results were found in a study using data from the
British National Diet and Nutrition Survey (46). Using a dietary
indicator equivalent to the FSA-NPS dietary index, the authors
showed that subjects with diets of poorer quality were more
likely to be male and younger and to have higher body mass
indexes. Moreover, they also consumed lower amounts of fruit,
vegetables and fish, and higher amounts of meat or meat-based
products and fats.

CHARACTERIZATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL
DIET

Overall, poorer diets as expressed by the FSA-NPS dietary index
were associated with a higher risk of developing a chronic disease
in both cohorts. For example, the odds ratio of quartile four of
the FSA-NPS dietary index (less healthy) versus quartile one
(healthier) was 1.43 (95% confidence interval (CI): 1.08–1.89) for
the onset of metabolic syndrome and 1.61 (95% CI: 1.06–2.43)
for overweight and obesity in men in the SU.VI.MAX cohort. In
particular, consistent associations were found in both studies for
CVD and cancer: for CVD, a hazard ratio of 1.14 (95% CI: 1.03–
1.27) was observed for a one point increment in the FSA-NPS
dietary index in the SU.VI.MAX study, while the hazard ratio was
1.08 (95% CI: 1.03–1.13) in the NutriNet-Santé study; for cancers,
the hazard ratio for a one point increment was 1.08 (95% CI:
1.01–1.15) in the SU.VI.MAX study and 1.06 (95% CI: 1.02–1.11)
for breast cancer in the NutriNet-Santé study. Similar results were
found in the Whitehall cohort study using another indicator of the
nutritional quality of the diet, based on the FSA-NPS of foods (53).

The FSA-NPS, which characterizes the nutritional quality of
foods, was transposed into an individual indicator reflecting
the overall nutritional quality of the diet. The FSA-NPS dietary
index was developed as the energy-weighted mean of the FSANPS of the foods consumed (42). As with the FSA-NPS of foods,
a higher FSA-NPS dietary index reflects lower nutritional
quality of the foods consumed in the overall diet. The FSA-NPS
dietary index was validated against food consumption, nutrient
intake and biomarkers of nutritional status in three French
studies: in a representative sample of the French population
randomly selected from the NutriNet-Santé study (N=4225)
(42), in the French Supplémentation en Vitamines et Minéraux
AntioXydants (SU.VI.MAX) cohort study (N=5882) (43) and in
the representative population-based Etude Nationale Nutrition
Santé (ENNS) cross-sectional study (N=2754) (44).

ПАНОРАМА ОБЩЕСТВЕННОГО ЗДРАВООХРАНЕНИЯ

PROSPECTIVE ASSOCIATIONS WITH
HEALTH OUTCOMES
The prospective associations between FSA-NPS dietary index and
health outcomes were investigated in two large French cohorts: the
SU.VI.MAX and the NutriNet-Santé cohort study. The outcomes
investigated were cancer (specifically breast cancer in the
NutriNet-Santé study), cardiovascular disease (CVD), metabolic
syndrome and weight gain (47–52). A synthesis of the observed
associations in the SU.VI.MAX cohort is shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 3. PROSPECTIVE ASSOCIATIONS (ODDS RATIO
AND 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVAL) BETWEEN FSA-NPS
DIETARY INDEX AND HEALTH OUTCOMES IN THE SU.VI.
MAX COHORT STUDY
Cancer
Quintile 1
Quintile 2
Quintile 3
Quintile 4
Quintile 5

CVD

P=0.03

Quartile 1
Quartile 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4

P=0.03

Quartile 1
Quartile 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4
Women
Quartile 1
Quartile 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4

P=0.01

Quartile 1
Quartile 2
Quartile 3
Quartile 4

P=0.02

Obesity
Men

P=0.39

Metabolic syndrome

0.5

To the authors’ knowledge, other than the Nutri-Score/5-CNL,
only the NuVal system (associated with the individual dietary
index Overall Nutritional Quality Index) has been shown to be
associated with health outcomes in observational prospective
cohort studies (namely total chronic diseases, overall mortality,
CVD and diabetes, but not cancer) (54). However, the NuVal
system relies on a proprietary nutrient profiling system
algorithm, which hinders the capacity of researchers to replicate
the results (55). Moreover, the NuVal computation requires
extensive information on the nutritional composition of foods
(including vitamin, mineral and even polyphenol contents); this
renders it less operational for labelling purposes, given the cost
of the required measurements at the food level (56).

2

Notes: The cancer model was adjusted for age, sex, intervention group of the
initial SU.VI.MAX trial, number of 24-hour dietary records, smoking status,
educational level, physical activity, body mass index, family history of overall
cancer and alcohol intake.
The CVD model was adjusted for age, sex, intervention group of the initial SU.VI.
MAX trial, number of 24-hour dietary records, smoking status, educational level,
physical activity, body mass index, family history of CVD, energy intake without
alcohol and alcohol intake.
The obesity model was adjusted for age, sex, energy intake, number of 24-hour
dietary records, alcohol intake, education, supplementation group, physical
activity and smoking status.
The metabolic syndrome model was adjusted for age, sex, education, physical
activity, smoking status, supplementation group, energy intake, number of 24hour dietary records, alcohol intake and the delay between baseline and last
follow-up examination.
The P values reported correspond to P for linear trend across quartiles or
quintiles of FSA-NPS dietary index, depending on the type of analysis.

The literature suggests that validation of a nutrient profiling
system needs to provide evidence not only on the classification
of foods but also, and more importantly, on the capacity of the
system to characterize diets adequately, and to be associated with
health outcomes in the long term (33). This step of transposing
a nutrient profiling system of foods to individual diets is highly
recommended, as it allows one of the major criticisms of nutrient
profiling systems to be overcome: that they focus on individual
foods and not the overall quality of diets. Furthermore,
investigation of prospective associations between an individual
dietary index based on a nutrient profiling system and health
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outcomes provides insights as to the predictive performance
of the system, which is of high importance to policy-makers.
Indeed, these consistent results support the contention that the
nutritional quality of the diet, expressed through the nutritional
quality of the foods consumed using the FSA-NPS, is associated
with health outcomes in the long term. These results tend to
support the use of the FSA-NPS as a basis for public health
initiatives, showing that improvements in the nutritional quality
of foods consumed would help prevent chronic diseases.

The development of an individual index based on a nutrient
profiling system is a complex undertaking. First, the individual
index derived from the nutrient profiling system would need
to account for risks associated with intakes below nutritional
requirements as well as above. This may be complex in the case of
nutrient profiles based on a percentage of average requirements, for
which transposition to individual indexes may cap contributions
at 100% and therefore omit accounting for risks associated with
intakes above this threshold (57). Second, the weightings used
to transpose data from foods to diets may include weight of the
foods or energy provided by the foods, or may use a threshold
of healthy/unhealthy foods, thereby deriving a proportion of
healthy foods in the diet. Use of the weight of the foods tends to
give a higher importance to foods consumed in high amounts,
such as water, starchy foods or fruit and vegetables. Conversely,
use of the energy provided by the foods tends to give a higher
importance to energy-dense foods. Finally, the use of a threshold
may somewhat reduce the variability of the nutritional quality of
the foods consumed. In the case of the FSA-NPS dietary index,
the development procedure with the selection of the weighing was
described in detail, facilitating replication in other settings (42).
The prospective associations with health outcomes were explored
in two different cohort studies, with consistent results, which
tend to demonstrate the predictive performance of the system.
However, no study directly explored associations with mortality,
which would have strengthened the results. Moreover, studies
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were conducted in French cohorts. Validation studies exploring
associations in other countries in the WHO European Region –
such as in the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer
and Nutrition cohort – would have allowed a wider perspective
on the validity of the nutrient profiling system.

PERCEPTION,
UNDERSTANDING AND
USE OF FRONT-OF-PACK
NUTRITION LABELS
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The various formats of the front-of-pack nutrition label
currently in use throughout the world can be organized into
two main categories: nutrient-specific and summary indicators.
In the nutrient-specific category, two main formats appear:
numerical (such as the Reference Intakes format) and colourcoded (such as the Multiple Traffic Lights format). A novel
format developed in South America corresponds to warning
symbols, which are affixed on foods depending on their levels of
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certain nutrients (as with the Chilean system). Summary labels
can also be subdivided into two main categories: endorsement
schemes (such as the Choices or Green Keyhole schemes), which
are applied only to products with higher nutritional quality in
a given food category, and graded indicators, which appear on
all products and provide a global and graded information on the
nutritional quality of the product (such as the Nutri-Score or
the Australian Health Star Rating System). Examples of formats
of front-of-pack nutrition labels based on these categories are
presented in Fig. 4.
The Nutri-Score/5-CNL was assessed directly using the
theoretical framework created by Grunert et al. (34), and all the
steps identified in the framework were explored: perception,
understanding and use in purchasing situations.

PERCEPTION AND OBJECTIVE
UNDERSTANDING
The prerequisites for label use – perception and understanding –
were assessed in participants in the NutriNet-Santé cohort
study, using self-administered questionnaires (58, 59). Four
formats were compared, each corresponding to a specific type of

FIG. 4. TYPES OF FRONT-OF-PACK NUTRITION LABEL IN USE WORLDWIDE

NUTRIENT-SPECIFIC LABELS

NUMERIC

SUMMARY LABELS

SIMPLE
Green Tick

Keyhole

Choices

Guideline
Daily
Amounts

COLOUR-CODED (Traffic lights)

GRADED

5-colour nutrition label/NutriScore

Logo Nutri-Score/Santé Publique France 2017

Warning symbols
NuVal

SENS

Health Star Rating

Chilean
system

Note: the circled images were used in the comparative study on perception, understanding and use of front-of-pack systems.
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front-of-pack label: nutrient-specific numeric (GDA), nutrientspecific colour-coded (Multiple Traffic Lights), endorsement
scheme (Tick, similar to the Nordic Green Keyhole and the
Dutch Choices) and graded summary (5-CNL, the former
graphical format for the Nutri-Score).
Several dimensions of perception were explored: liking,
attractiveness and perceived cognitive workload. The 5-CNL
label was the easiest to identify and the most likely to be found
easy and quick to understand. The GDA label was considered the
least easy to identify and the one entailing the heaviest cognitive
workload in both complexity and processing time (59). Over half
of the participants reported that none of the presented labels
made them uncomfortable.
A second study on the perception of front-of-pack labels
compared the Nutri-Score to labels proposed in the French
debate on front-of-pack labelling. Similar results were found: the
Nutri-Score had the highest support in the population in general
(preferred format on a set of variables for 43% of the sample) and
more particularly in subjects with low adherence to nutritional
recommendations (60).
Objective understanding was assessed by asking participants
to rate the nutritional quality of three products based on the
information provided by the front-of-pack system. Compared
to not having a label, all labels significantly increased the
likelihood of correctly ranking the products. Overall, the 5-CNL
was the most effective label (64.6% of correct answers), followed
by the Multiple Traffic Lights (56.4%), GDA (50.2%) and Tick
(29.4%) labels (59). The likelihood of correctly ranking products
according to the information provided was significantly higher
for the 5-CNL, followed by the Multiple Traffic Lights and GDA
and the Tick labels (58). In particular, in populations at risk of
having less healthy diets, the odds ratio of correctly ranking
products with the 5-CNL compared to a control situation ranged
from 9.91 (95% CI: 8.91–11) for subjects with up to secondarylevel education to 20.2 (95% CI: 13.2–31.1) for subjects with no
perceived nutrition knowledge.
The studies conducted on the Nutri-Score/5-CNL used
a comparative assessment of various graphical formats of
front-of-pack labels. This is important to disentangle the
effects associated with any front-of-pack label from the effects
of specific front-of-pack labels. However, the studies did not
include a qualitative assessment of the label, which would have
allowed investigation of consumers’ interpretations of the
various features of the label. In particular, investigation of the
healthiness of products assessed using the Nutri-Score/5-CNL
would have provided insights into consumers’ interpretation.
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Moreover, studies were conducted in the NutriNet-Santé cohort
study, which includes adults volunteering to provide longterm nutritional information. The study population is thus
subject to selection bias and, in particular, participants may
be more aware of nutritional issues and favourable to nutrition
labelling. Replication of the studies using different recruitment
methodologies, and more specifically including vulnerable
populations, would be of importance to generalize results.

USE IN PURCHASING SITUATIONS
Use of the label on consumer purchasing intentions was evaluated
in several studies, using various types of methodology. First,
a randomized study with an experimental online supermarket
comparatively assessed the impact of four types of label (5-CNL,
Multiple Traffic Lights, GDA and Check) in the NutriNet-Santé
study (N=11 981). Among the various formats tested, the 5-CNL
significantly led to the lowest FSA-NPS scores — that is, the
highest nutritional quality of the selected items in the shopping
cart (FSA mean score: 8.72±2.75) — followed by Multiple Traffic
Lights (8.97±2.68) and Tick (8.99±2.71), compared with the
control (9.34±2.57) (61). Notably, no effect was observed in the
number of items purchased or the price of the shopping cart.
An experimental study using a physical experimental
supermarket (N=901) found that implementation of the 5-CNL,
combined with a leaflet explaining the purpose and use of
the label, was associated with a higher nutritional quality of
purchased sweet biscuits. No significant effect was observed
for breakfast cereals or appetizers (62). Again, no effect was
observed on the number of items purchased.
Two studies using an experimental economy design found that
the Nutri-Score was associated with the highest improvement
in the nutritional quality of the shopping cart. The first study
(N=255) compared the Nutri-Score to Multiple Traffic Lights
and Reference Intakes, while the second (N=691) compared
it to the Health Star Rating system, Multiple Traffic Lights,
Système d’Etiquetage Nutritionnel Simplifié (SENS) (a format
proposed by retailers) and a modified version of the Reference
Intakes (63, 64). In both studies, the Nutri-Score performed best
at improving the nutritional quality of the purchased items,
followed by Multiple Traffic Lights. In the second study, the
nutritional quality of the shopping cart was improved by 9.3%
for Nutri-Score, 6.6% for the Health Star Rating System and
4.8% for Multiple Traffic Lights (65). Moreover, the Nutri-Score
performed best in households with the lowest income.
Finally, a large-scale trial in real conditions was performed
in 60 supermarkets: 10 for each of the four proposed labels
(Nutri-Score, Multiple Traffic Lights, SENS and the modified
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Reference Intakes) and 20 controls. The first results showed that
the Nutri-Score was associated with the largest improvement
in the nutritional quality of the purchased items, followed by
Multiple Traffic Lights and SENS. Moreover, the Nutri-Score
was associated with an improvement in all subgroups of the
population (in particular subjects buying discount brands), while
other formats led to mixed results, with the nutritional quality of
their purchased items deteriorating among some subgroups (66).
The studies conducted in France used various methodologies,
combining experimental designs, randomized trials on
experimental platforms and a large-scale trial. Overall, all
studies provided consistent results, strengthening the validity
of the Nutri-Score/5-CNL as a front-of-pack nutrition label.
Such consistent results suggest that the use of experimental
designs may be appropriate, and that large-scale trials may not
be necessary. Indeed, implementation of large-scale trials is
challenging, as they require extensive participation of economic
actors and are hindered by very high logistic costs (€2 million
for the supermarket trial in France). Although large-scale reallife trials yield insights as to the actual use of a front-of-pack
label by consumers, they may be considered too constraining to
implement. Experimental designs may therefore be considered
viable options for policy-makers, with valid results.

CONCLUSION
The Nutri-Score (5-CNL) front-of-pack nutrition label was
developed based on current knowledge pertaining to front-ofpack systems (13). Reviews underlined the need for scientific
validations of front-of-pack nutrition labelling systems (14, 16,
34). In the case of summary systems, validation pertains to two
aspects of the front-of-pack label: the nutrient profiling system
underlying the label (33) and the actual format (34). The series
of studies presented herein and evaluating the Nutri-Score/5CNL provide evidence as to these two aspects of the validation
process.
In particular, transposition of the nutrient profiling system
from foods to diets provides very useful information about the
extent to which the model may be considered a valid measure
of nutritional quality, as it widens the validity of the profile to
overall diets. Such transposition is rarely performed, and studies
in this specific area should be encouraged whenever possible.
As to the format of front-of-pack nutrition labels, the reviews
all stressed the importance of following a theoretical framework
and providing evidence on perception, understanding and use
of a label. Moreover, very few studies allowed for comparisons
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across label formats, hindering the capacity to order the various
systems in terms of effectiveness in the population. In this aspect,
the studies described here provide comparative information
pertaining to perception understanding and use, emphasizing
the potential of the Nutri-Score/5-CNL as an effective tool to
help consumers make healthier food choices, more specifically
in the French context. In particular, the Nutri-Score/5-CNL
appears to have a positive impact in disadvantaged populations,
as shown in the subgroup analyses investigated in the various
studies.
The development of the Nutri-Score/5-CNL front-of-pack
nutrition labelling system was associated with validation studies
on the various aspects of the label, giving strong scientific support
to a public health nutrition initiative, prompting its adoption at
the national level in France. Moreover, validation studies were
conducted by independent research teams, with publications
in peer-reviewed journals, which may help disseminate the
results and replicate the developmental phases of the label in
other settings considering implementation of a front-of-pack
label. This approach appears somewhat unique, as in most cases
research is undertaken after the implementation of a front-ofpack label. The French experience would appear to be useful
for policy-makers considering implementing a front-of-pack
nutrition label.
Adoption of the Nutri-Score in France will depend on the
scheme’s uptake by retailers and manufacturers, as it can only
be voluntary, based on EU regulations. Societal demand for
a simplified front-of-pack nutrition label is growing: a petition
on the platform change.org supporting the Nutri-Score
received more than 250 000 signatures, and a second petition
asking retailers and manufacturers to adopt the scheme on the
same platform received more than 44 000 signatures. After a
notification to the EU Commission, the decree backing the
Nutri-Score was finally signed on October 31st, 2017 by the
Ministers of Health, Agriculture and Economy and finance. So
far, three large retailers and three manufacturers have agreed in
a voluntary commitment charter to implement the Nutri-Score
across all their products. Early adoption by large companies may
prompt others to join the scheme in the near future.
This uptake by companies needs to be accompanied by large
communication campaigns targeting the population, so that
consumers understand and use the system in their food choices.
Moreover, however efficient the Nutri-Score might be in helping
consumers make healthier choices at the point of purchase,
a front-of-pack nutrition label can only be one of many
interventions aimed at tackling obesity and chronic diseases in
the framework of a larger prevention programme.
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ABBREVIATIONS
5-CNL

five-colour nutrition label

CVD

cardiovascular disease

ENNS

Etude Nationale Nutrition Santé

EU

European Union

FSA

Food Standards Agency

GDA

Guideline Daily Amount

NPS

nutrient profiling system

PNNS

Programme National Nutrition Santé [National Nutrition
and Health Programme]

SENS

Système d’Etiquetage Nutritionnel Simplifié

SU.VI.MAX

Supplémentation en Vitamines et Minéraux AntioXydants
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